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Coaching is coaching is coaching, right? Wrong! Before we talk 
about the differences in coaching, let’s first talk about the foundational
principles of coaching. Dr. Rob Horner from the University of Oregon
defines coaching as the active and interactive delivery of (a) prompts 
that increase successful behavior and (b) corrections that decrease unsuc-
cessful behavior. Horner says that coaching is done by someone with
credibility and experience with the target skills; coaching is done on-site,
in real time; coaching is done after initial training; coaching is done
repeatedly; and coaching intensity is adjusted to need. 

Research tells us that the best way to convert educational training 
into classroom application is through coaching (Joyce & Showers, 2002).
Therefore coaching is a critical component to training in schools and dis-
tricts. So, what is the difference in the type of coaching we do? In the past
few months, Mishele Carol and Andrea Miller of Granite School District
have been working with their systems coaches and share their experience: 

The coaches were hired as Integrated Support Coaches as a two-year 
position. The district intention was for these coaches to act as big 
picture or systems coaches. However, the coaches background was 
instructional coaching and the schools were expecting an expert to 
come in and give specific intervention ideas. It took the district person-
nel a few months of their own problem solving to figure out the 
disconnect. Mishele Carol says that the goal of the Integrated Support 
Coach is to teach the school how to use the problem-solving model, 
so the school will adopt the model, bring data and make their own 
decisions based on the data. These systems coaches are helping to 
build infrastructure, get commitment from faculty and staff and build 
awareness in the building. If a school goes too quickly to the imple-
mentation phase they will end in systems failure every time. The 
schools need to focus on systems change and the capacity of the 
system to support the needs of their students.

The “Ah-Ha” moment for these Granite educators happened when 
they were able to distinguish between an instructional coach and a 
systems coach. They were expecting systems coaches, when the newly
hired coaches expected to be instructional coaches. While the foundational
principles are the same, the day to day coaching activities are different. In
this setting a system coach works with a school –based team to build local
capacity for problem solving. A systems coach is fluent in the four-step
problem-solving process: 1) What is the problem? (Problem
Identification) 2) Why is it happening? (Problem Analysis) 
3) What should be done? (Plan Development & Implementation) 
4) Did it work? (Plan Evaluation). See Figure 1.

Systems coaches can benefit from understanding the components of
Figure 2. This graphic from the National Center on Positive Behavior
Interventions and Supports, visually shows us the relationship between
Outcomes, Data, Practices and Systems. Teams need to know their desired
Outcomes! What is the goal? Teams should reach those goals by using
Data. The team should always make data-based decisions. Dr. Horner
states that we should always expect three types of data: Demographic
Data, Outcome Data and Fidelity Data. The team should be ready to
develop evidence-based Practices to support student behavior. And 
the team needs to make sure there is a System in place to support 
staff behavior. 

One initiative in Utah that uses systems coaches is the ABC-UBI 
project. There are 25 ABC-UBI coaches across the participating districts
and charters. The major responsibilities of an ABC-UBI coach include:
coordination of the district team, coaching the school-based teams and 
the collaboration and coordination with ABC-UBI state support. The
ABC-UBI coaches are selected by the district or charter as part of the
application process for ABC-UBI. They are someone within the district
designated to become the systems coach. The district/charter agrees to 
free up .25 FTE for every four school teams the coach is supporting. 
The current ABC-UBI coaches come from a variety of disciplines such as:
special education, school counseling, and school psychology. The systems
coaches come together once a month as a group with the state team to 
discuss trainings, manage logistics, problem solve, review district data and
increase professional development. The systems coaches then regularly
visit their participating school sites to discuss trainings, help manage
logistics, problem solve, review school data and increase professional
development. The ABC-UBI coach is helping the school build local
capacity for problem solving, maximizing current competencies, focusing
on outcomes, and emphasizing accountability through data. The 
participating ABC-UBI sites can be found at www.updc.org/abc.

The ABC-UBI initiative started using district based system coaches 
in 2005 and Figure 3 shows the increase in implementation of positive
behavior interventions and supports (PBIS) with the coaching implemen-
tation. The percentage of implementation is based on the School-wide
Evaluation Tool (SET), a research instrument used to assess and evaluate
the critical features of effective school-wide behavior support across each
academic year. 

It is essential that coaching plays an important role in our educational
practices today, but schools and districts need to understand the difference
between systems coaching and instructional coaching in order to see
improved social and academic outcomes for Utah’s schools.
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